
Players Revolt DBQ 

 
 

Since the dawn of professional baseball, players have pushed owners for 
higher salaries and more autonomy, while owners have tried run their businesses to 
maximize profits.  In 1890 this struggle resulted in the Players Revolt, which was 
sparked mainly due to the “reserve clause”.  Both sides had valid arguments for 
and against the reserve clause.  Using the information within the documents 
provided, as well as the within the powerpoint, write an essay in which you 
compare and contrast the owners & players views on the “reserve clause”. 
 

This question is designed to test your ability to work with and understand 
historical documents.  
 
In your response you should do the following: 

- State a relevant thesis that directly addresses all part of the question. 
- Support the thesis or relevant argument with evidence from the documents. 
- Focus your analysis of the documents for intended audience, purpose, 

historical context, and/ or point of view. 
- Connect relevant historical information into your argument.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Source 1 
Found in Labor and Capital in 19th Century Baseball 
By Robert P. Gelzheiser 

 
 
Source 2- September 24 1889 New York Times  
And Labor and Capital in 19th Century Baseball 
By Robert P. Gelzheiser 

  
 



Source 3  
1884 Spalding Base Ball Guide 
Baseball Reporter Henry Chadwick  
“How the Reserve Rule Helps to Regulate Player’s Salaries” 
 
“All reasonable arguments involving an equitable estimate of a ball player’s work on the basis of 
the relation it bears to that of any other occupation he may be competent to engage in as a means 
of livelihood, are disregarded.  Here is a ball player, who, as a street car driver or conductor, a 
brakesman, a porter, or laborer he can only command ten dollars a week for his service and to 
earn that he has to work laboriously from ten to fifteen hours each day and yet this self-same 
individual in taught by unscrupulous or short sighted rival clubs to beleive that he is treated 
hardly if he is not readily given $2,000 as salary for six month’s service as a ball player, in which 
his work is comparatively a pleasant recreation, requiring but two or three hours of easy work 
each day.”  
 
Source 4 
Lippincott's Magazine   "Is the Base-Ball Player a Chattel?" August 1887 
Baseball Player John Montgomery Ward 
 
“The effect of this was that a player reserved was forced to sign with the club reserving him, or 
quit playing ball altogether. These four leagues included all the clubs in the country, and the 
alternative of withdrawing to another club was thus practically cut off. As new leagues have 
sprung up, they have been either frozen out or forced into this agreement for their own 
protection, and the all-embracing nature of the reserve-rule has been maintained. There is now no 
escape for the player. If he attempts to elude the operation of the rule, he becomes at once a 
professional outlaw, and the hand of every club is against him. He may be willing to play 
elsewhere for less salary, he may be unable to play, or, for other reasons, may retire for a season 
or more, but if ever he reappears as a professional ballplayer it must be at the disposition of his 
former club. Like a fugitive-slave law, the reserve-rule denies him a harbor or a livelihood, and 
carries him back, bound and shackled, to the club from which he attempted to escape. We have, 
then, the curious result of a contract which on its face is for seven months being binding for life, 
and when the player's name is once attached thereto his professional liberty is gone forever.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Source 5 
The Daily Graphic: An Illustrated Evening Newspaper  
November 17,1888 

 
 
Source 6 
Judge Thayer’s Ruling on William Hallman and the Reserve Rule 
New York Times  March 16, 1890  
 
“In paragraph 17 of the contract it is stated that they have the right to discharge a player at ten 
day’s notice for any cause, and by this, in conjunction with their reading of paragraph 18, 
Hallman has sold himself for life to them at a salary of $1,400 a year.  He has no further hold on 
them than a ten day’s notice and is at their mercy.  Sick or well, at home or 2,000 miles abroad, 
he may be cast off with this ten day’s notice.  It is perfectly apparent that such a contract is so 
unfair and lacking in mutuality that no court of equity would lend itself to its enforcement.”  
 
 



 
 
 
Source 7 
The NL Responds to the Manifesto  
Albert G. Spalding, America's National Game (1911; reprint, Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1992), pp. 273-77 
 
“To correct a misapprehension in the public mind as to the alleged ‘enormous profits’ divided 
among stockholders of League clubs, it may be interesting to know that during the past five- and 
only prosperous- years, there have been paid in cash dividends to stockholders in the eight 
League clubs less than $150,000, and during the same time League players have received in 
salaries over $150,000.  The balance of the profits of the few successful clubs, together with the 
original capital and subsequent assessments of stockholders, is represented entirely in grounds 
and improvements for the permanent good of the game, costing about $600,000.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


